Kaplan Nuptials
rather unique float which weaves in
trouble. to have gone to some "expense" and

The委会 of the literary societies include the celebration of Rice's Homecoming and fortieth anniver-
sary, King Football, a welcome to William the North, to the South and Vote (which somehow involves a daskney, an elephant, and Pege).

The newly formed Bible Study Group invites all Rice Students to attend its reading and discus-
sion groups. The members meet every Thursday night at 8:00 in Autry House. The aim of the fel-
lowered is to encourage study of the Bible through understanding.

INSIDE THE THRESHER

The Company supplement is
stated Roger Bonney, Thresher bus-
dent parade chairman, and it looks
to have been one of the most colorful
big celebration of the valley and stephanotis.

Mrs. Lindsay Dunn, house mother of
Holt's Sporting Goods store. When they return from a trip to

Damage Done

of the winning entry will be award-
ed an engraved trophy donated by
Koehr's Sporting Goods store.
The parade will start downtown at Main and Clay, continues to Tex-
s, turn over to Parkside and come back down Parkside.
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First Blood

Drawn From Rice November 5

The blood mobile unit will be at the West Hall Health Service from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM on Wednesday, November 5. At least 125 donors are needed to sign pledge cards now and to return them to any Bailey Club member.

All students under 21 must have their parents sign the consent form which can be obtained at any Bailey Club member.

It is important for any donor not to eat any solids or any liquid with sugar or caffeine in it for four hours before the donation.

There is a particular need for donors who have not given blood in the last 100 and 3:00 Wednesday afternoon.

Tom Taylor is in charge of the November 5 Drive. Donors to the drive will be headed by various members of the Bailey Club.
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Carmen Wows Crowd
Opens Production Season

Thursday and Friday of last wee the SLLS opened the literary production season with a rendition of Carmen, A Take-Off. Later in the year the EF's and PALS will render their own version of this fine opera and will have Social Sciences to live up to, for popular demand held the show over Monday night.

Written by Gerald and Raymond O'Keefe, with direction by Ray H. Kroeller, the SL's Carmen the mangling finished up in 45 minutes. Gretchen Ferris produced a Carmen, and Sharon and Carmen and Shark left a mark new for Den Joe, Mary Louise Jackson carried out the libretto, and Eamesinna the tenor. And proved to be a most unusual singer to appear in the role. Charlotte Dykes was as sweet and simple as the part of Lolita demands, and Gloria McDonald flouted the house as the fortune teller.

Carolyn Thomas deserves special "nighters" who assembled from all areas of the community. The auditorium sections of the community. The auditorium have been completely redecorated, including a new floor and the auditorium to admit the "first class" who will be Mr. Kurtz' conductors, who will be Mr. Kurtz' the direction of the distinguished conductor, Efrem Kurtz, on piano as soloist.

The Tuesday series will begin November 17th with the first two days of "Verdi Requiem," and the Thursday series will begin November 24th with "Aida." The University of Houston Symphony is composed of 120 skilled musicians under the direction of Robert Hunter. The University of Houston Symphony is composed of 120 skilled musicians under the direction of Robert Hunter. The University of Houston Symphony is composed of 120 skilled musicians under the direction of Robert Hunter.
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Owlet Crush Shorthorns 28-14

By J. Fred Duckett

With Jerry Hall and Memba Laviage scoring all of the points and Bobby Graham gaining 136 yards, the Owlets decisively walloped the Texas Shorthorns 28-14 last Friday in the Rice Stadium.

The Shagie's two yard plunge early in the second quarter. The San Jacinto ex scored again in the final period on a 13 yard sprint over right tackle (The same play he scored on previously)

Big 208 pound Jerry Hall, a 9.8 second 10 yard dash man, scored on explosive bursts of 3 and six yards through wide open holes opened by center Don Wilson and Tom Diga
gus and Travis Dyce. The first Rice scoring drive was set up by Ronnie McFeron who cov
ered Shorthorn Joe Youngblood's fumble on the Rice 14 yard line. From there, Rice quarterback John "Pinky" Nesbit (one of seven Hous
ton boys on the starting 11) directed the Owlets 86 yards to score. The drive featured several good runs by Laviage and Hall, as Nickell said his three outstanding backs very well.

Second Score

The second Rice score was again set up by a Texas fumble. Tony Carroll dropped Texas quarterback Charlie Brewer's fumble on the Texas 34, and it was recovered by Fred Lange. Nickell tossed to Charles McClain for 12 yards, and Hall scored in three plays.

The Shorthorns then took the kickoff and drove seventy-six yards to score all on the ground. Brewer scored from one yard out. Youngblood scored from the two with five minutes remaining in the third quarter.

A third Texas fumble helped the Owlets, as Billy Keller pushed on the loose ball on the Texas 65. Aided by a 10 yard unsportsman-like
ess penalty, the Owlets scored in five plays, with Hall scooting pay
dirt from the six. The final quarter on a sixty-seven yard drive which featured a twenty-six yard sprint by Laviage.

Bevere again hitting his re
covers and managed to spearhead a second Texas fumble recovered by Gene Boyd from the two.

Outstanding Owls

Big 208 pound Jerry Shagie was outstanding for the Owlets both of
tensively and defensively at tackle, as were Diga
gus, Marshall Crawford, Harris Moore, and Pagge Rogers. "Tiny" Etheridge led the Shagie

Texas Outshoots

(Continued from Page 6)

If any young man who lost a MacGregor Jacket will contact me at L4-0808 after 6:30 PM any evening and describe its col
or and size, it will be returned to him. I will appreciate the re
turn of an old summer line coat (more or less white)—both jack
et and coat lost last owners at the memorable Sam's Bash of two weeks ago, Sess Wallace.

The Charity football game's half time activities were the work of all of the eight life, and not, as the Thresher reported last Wednesday, of only three. The editors regret this error and the unintentional slight.

Owlet Crush Shorthorns 28-14

Ceylonese Offer
Fellowship;
Cover Expenses

Fellowships covering study at the University of Ceylon and transpor
tation to and from the University of Ceylon and transport
ation.

Pan American World Airways System and Braniff International Airways are offering a fellowship covering round-trip transportation from a United States terminal of

the respective airline to a terminal

in the country of study. The student must be ready to study in late 1952 or early 1953. He or she must have at least a bachelor's degree by the date of departure, and must have a good knowledge of the lan

guages of the country in which he will study. Academic arrangements must be made by the candidate.

Preference will be given to can
didates under 30 years of age.

The fellowships from the Uni

erity of Ceylon cover tuition, board and double room, and are for graduate students only. Fields of study are in the Liberal, Bible, and Missionary Studies. Applications must be filled out by January 15, 1953.

LUCKIES TASTE BETTER!

They're made better to taste cleaner, fresher, smoother!

Take a Lucky from a newly opened pack

carefully remove the paper by tearing
down the seam on the

tube to end. Be sure to start on the seam. In tearing
don't crush or dig into the tobacco.

Then, gently lift out the cylinder. See

how free Luckies are from air spaces

"that spoilt the smoke hot, harsh

and dry—from loose ends that spoil the
taste. Note that Luckies are

lighter in color. Are Luckies packed firmly

to give you a
draw smoothly and evenly—to give you a
cleaner, fresher, smoother smoke. Yes, Luckies are made better—to taste better! So, Be Happy—Go Lucky! Get a carton today!

SPECIAL NOTE!

College students prefer Luckies in nation-wide survey!

Nation-wide survey based on actual student interviews in 80 leading colleges reveals more

smokers prefer Luckies than any other cigarette—and by a wide margin! No. 1 reason

given—Luckies' better taste. Survey also shows Lucky Strike gained for more smokers

in colleges than the nation's two other principal brands combined.

FOR A CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER SMOKE

Be Happy—Go Lucky!
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**THE TERRIGER**

by Dick Karig

"Ill-buck," a sage once stated, "seldom comes alone." This season it has brought a variety of calamities to the hapless Owls.

Bad Breaks

Not since the Tech game have the Owls received any bad breaks, and even then, they had a number of touchdowns called back. Saturday it was the same tale, with the Longhorns wresting Rice's share of good fortune.

Injuries

Injuries have taken a measurable toll, especially in the backfield. Even the magic curative powers of medicine man Eddie Wajekli have been taxed.

The Owl aerial attack took a turn for the better and had its best day of the season. Jack Day, Billy Ed Daniels, and R. J. Schroeder gathered in the back of an opponent as quickly as they could.

The magic curative powers of Rice grid team as good fortune continues to frown upon the Owls received any good breaks, and even then, they had a number of touchdowns called back. Saturday it was the same tale, with the Longhorns wresting Rice's share of good fortune.

Students, friends, faculty of The Rice Institute are invited to hear Dr. Willard Thorpe, M. D., Anderson Visiting Professor, at 8 PM in the Lecture Lounge Thursday. His subject will be "What Books to Buy—A Scholar's View."

**Lit Alumnae Give Recent Books To Fondren Shelves**

A group of new books purchased with the OWLS and PALS alumnas (book fund) has been received by the Fondren Library. These books added to the OWLS alumnas collection of current fiction are:

279 Malamud, Bernard
The Owl and the Sea
Tobin Rote to Howton has clicked a potent scoring punch.

Tobin Rote also heaving them to a two-game winning streak right now.

Two games in the loss column, the Owls have to be counted among the spoilers in the still wide-open race for the conference crown.

Scores

Comparative scores: Del Mar 29, Oregon 21; Del Mar 26, UH 20.

**UNESCO**

(Continued from page 2)

...duties, and recommending international action to remove these barriers. Second, by supplying information concerning to press, radio and film outlets in order that the public be informed of international activities and to win support for United Nations' theme.

UNESCO's Technical Assistance activities form part of the UN Technical Assistance Program. Fourteen per cent of the general UN Fund for Technical Assistance was allocated to UNESCO in 1951. UNESCO has signed agreements with 88 countries, involving the provision of 116 experts and 131 fellowships which cover a wide variety of assistance, ranging from a team of experts to establish the first educational broadcasting network in Pakistan, fundamental education demonstration projects in Ceylon, Indonesia and Thailand, to scientific advice to the government of Israel on the possibility of harnessing direct wind for the production of electricity.

**NOSE, THROAT, and Accessory Organs not Adversely Affected by Smoking Chesterfields**

A responsible consulting organization has reported the results of a continuing study by a competent medical specialist and his staff on the effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

A group of people from various walks of life was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six months this group of men and women smoked their normal amount of Chesterfields—10 to 40 a day.

45% of the group have smoked Chesterfields constantly from one to thirty years for an average of 10 years each.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-months period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including X-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated: "It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the six-months period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

**FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE**

**FOR CHESTERFIELD - EITHER WAY YOU行く**

**FOR CHESTERFIELD - EITHER WAY YOU行く**

**HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY OTHER KING-SIZE CIGARETTE**

**CONTAINS TOBACCOS OF BETTER QUALITY & HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY OTHER KING-SIZE CIGARETTE**

Buy CHESERFIELD... Much Milder

Copyright 1957, Liggett & Myer Tobacco Co.